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VAN WHY DESIGN
PROGRAMMING SERVICES
Grow Your Toolbox Today!

Developing Programs to
Automate and Customize
Excel for Over 15 Years

Free Consultations

PHONE: 541-971-7697

On Time Delivery

Ever think it would nice to…
User Input Forms
EMAIL: john@vanwhydesign.com

 Automate the processes of importing
files into Excel?
 Automate the importing of data from the
internet for processing?

Custom Menus

 Automate the generation of scheduled
reports?
Competitive Rates

 Control user input to reduce errors?
 Automate the population of forms?

Custom Functions
and Formulas

Automation of Tasks
and Processes

WEBSITE: www.vanwhydesign.com

 Automate reformatting of data streams
for importing into databases, statistical
packages, CAD systems or other
software products?
 Automate sending of emails from an
Excel spreadsheet?
 Add new functionality?
Let Me Help You Grow Your Toolbox!

All Work Guaranteed

Call for a free consultation
541-971-7697

EXAMPLES
Automation of weekly text file
import: A program was developed
to select a folder then import and
parse all text files located in the
folder. Time savings 2-3 hours a week.

AT VAN WHY DESIGN
I provide advanced programming
services for users of MS Excel.
Excel is an extremely powerful
program and most of us are using
it as a critical component of our
business activities. We use it to
track information, generate
reports, compile/visualize data or
maybe some other business
critical function.
It is very often the case time can
be saved by automating
processes of data gathering. User
entry could be validated to check
for errors or that entry is
complete. Time can be saved by
automating scheduled reporting
activities. Processes of data
compiling for use in another
application can be automated.
Overly complicated formulas can
be simplified or functions not
available in Excel can be created.

POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS
Let me help you to get more out of
Excel.

Automation of customer required
form population from dimensional
results: A program to populate a
customer required form from
dimensional results extracted from
measurement equipment. Time
savings 10 minutes per part and
elimination of typographical errors.

Just about anything is possible.
Simple tools such as customized
functions to full menu driven
applications and everything in
between. You have nothing to lose,
contact me for a free consultation.

Generation of email: A program to
automatically send emails from a
spreadsheet. Time savings 15 hours a
month.

Email: john@vanwhydesign.com

Phone: 541-971-7697

Website: www.vanwhydesign.com

Graphical result generation: A
program to generate graphical
results of dimensional inspection
data. Saving 10 minutes per part and
providing consistency of results.
Stock info: A program to
simultaneously download multiple
stock quotes from the internet and
pull them into Excel. Saving 1 hour a
day and enabled storing of the data
for later evaluation.
All of Van Why Design’s tools are
guaranteed to work as proposed.

